
Subject: Damn Counter Strike Source Hacker
Posted by warranto on Sat, 19 Mar 2005 22:52:45 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Kept this topic open: http://www.renforums.com/viewtopic.php?t=14204

Stated that aircraftkiller's continual correction of people's grammar, spelling, whatever was
annoying. http://www.renforums.com/viewtopic.php?t=13936&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=0

Remember, just because something seems to be in support of someone doesn't mean a
biasedness towards them. As I said, I agre on the side of people who are in the right.

In regards to things like this, aircraftlkiller IS in the right. The correct way to spell Nod, is Nod and
not NOD as it is not an accroym. The correct term IS texture and not skin, though skin is an
acceptable SLANG term.

Calling someone on a one-time keyboarding error by attempting to use the same sort of imporper
spelling arguement Aircraftkiller uses on people who do it continuously IS pathetic and laughable.

And just a little "for your information" bit to all here; 

Quote:The transition from World Wide Web site to Web site to website seems to have progressed
as rapidly as the technology itself. The development of website as a single uncapitalized word
mirrors the development of other technological expressions which have tended to evolve into
unhyphenated forms as they become more familiar. Thus email has recently been gaining ground
over the forms E-mail and e-mail, especially in texts that are more technologically oriented.
Similarly, there has been an increasing preference for closed forms like homepage, online, and
printout.

This is an instance where both terms have become acceptable as referring to the same thing,
both being defined as a noun, with neither one being deemed a slang term. While it is true that
Web site is more correct, unlike "texture" and "skin", website is considered to be a proper noun.
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